CHINESE CULTURE UNIVERSITY

Chinese Culture University (CCU) was founded by Prof. Chang Chi-Yun in 1962 under the name “Far East University”, and later called “College of Chinese Culture” by the late ROC President Chiang Kai-Shek. At Chinese Culture University, Chinese and Western ideals of traditional value and modern innovations are combined into leading edge topics, bridging cultural experience, and meeting the demand of the globalized world.

Our main areas of education comprise
- The Arts
- Physical Education
- Cross-Cultural Communication
- Modern Media and Journalism
- Architecture and Environmental Design
- Chinese Mainland Institute

Duties
We are looking for an academic position available for the Global Business Program to recruit business, management, marketing, economics, statistics, or information management fields.

Required Qualifications:
1. The applicant must have a Ph.D. degree and be proficient in Chinese and English.
2. Academic research ability, published in journals of SSCI or SCI, or published in journals recognized by relevant national societies or associations, or obtained consent to accept letters.

Application
Applicants should submit all required documentation as follows:
1. A cover letter
2. A curriculum vitae
3. A copy (certified) of degree diplomas
4. Copies of transcripts of graduate coursework
5. Copies of English and Chinese certificate (if any)

Applicants are encouraged to submit their application by August 30, 2019. The position will be remained open until filled.

Contact
Dr. Kuo-Cheng Kuo
Associate Professor & Director, English Program of Global Business
Vice President for International and Mainland China Affairs
Chinese Culture University
Email: kuochengkuo20@gmail.com